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The world has failed Syria's refugees and some of the world's wealthiest countries have turned their

backs on this humanitarian disaster. Syria's neighbors - Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, and Iraq - have

together absorbed more that 3.8 million refugees. The need for food relief is great and

growing.Acclaimed chefs and cookbook authors the world over have come together to help food

relief efforts to alleviate the suffering of Syrian refugees. Each has contributed a recipe to this

beautifully illustrated cookbook of delicious soups from around the world. Contributors include:

Yotam Ottolenghi, Sami Tamimi, Anthony Bourdain, Alice Waters, Paula Wolfert, Claudia Roden,

Chef Greg Malouf, Chef Alexis Coquelet, Chef Chris Borunda, Chef Alexandra Stratou, Necibe

Dogru, Aglaia Kremenzi, and many others. - Celebrity chefs contribute favorite recipes to help feed

Syrian refugees - Fabulous soups from around the world-from hearty winter warmers to chilled

summer soups - Easy-to-follow instructions with stunning color photos throughout - Recipes made

with no-fuss ingredients found in your local supermarket All profits from the sales of the cookbook

will be donated to help fund food relief efforts through various nonprofit organizations. Most Syrians

hope that one day they will be able to return to their country and rebuild their lives. For now, though,

what we can do is listen to their pleas. Be part of this vital work of saving lives and help us deliver

essential food items to the displaced refugees.
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The recipes are fabulous; I hope every penny of this expensive book goes to the refugees.But

whose idea was it to print the recipes in pale grey ink? They're almost illegible. And the index, in an



even smaller point, still pale grey, is totally unreadable. Major design fail.

This is a beautiful book. If it weren't a cookbook, it would be a coffee table book - one you leave out

for guests to leaf through to enjoy the photographs of smiling children and delicious foods. So far,

the recipes are excellent, as well, and not too difficult for the average cook. I will be buying

additional copies as gifts.

Marvelous book with beautiful photos if its excellent recipes. Gave two as gifts. Pleased that buying

this book benefits Syrian refugees, but it would be an excellent cookbook without that extra perk.

I originally purchased this book because I love soup and I admire the chefs represented in this

collection. However, it has become a coffee table book in our house and as a consequence a great

conversation starter. It is not the recipes that bring up the conversation, but the photos, those

beautiful, beautiful photos of the peoples affected by this horrible war. Look at the faces of the

children and the adults and gaze into their eyes. You will be forever changed.

A very delicious book, but I'd say you have to be a bit adventurous-not terribly, but this is not a

chicken noodle and tomato soup cookbook. There are quite a few vegetarian recipes, using a

variety of vegetables. Lamb is also a popular ingredient in a few. I have made about three soups so

far, sometimes with trepidation. They have all really tasted delicious !

GREAT book for a worthy cause! That's what you get when you include recipes from the world's top

chefs in one volume. The book is beautifully designed and exquisitely photographed. It makes a

perfect gift. Buy multiple copies and help provide urgently needed food relief to Syrian refugees.

Got this book yesterday - tons of delicious recipes that I can't wait to try. Something for everyone

(vegetarian, non, easy, complex, etc). What I didn't realize is that the book also has incredible

photos inside (Massaad is also a photographer) not only of the soups, but also of refugees she has

met in Lebanon. HIghly, highly recommend.

Great for fundraising, but the printing is not top notch, the layout can be better, the photos too.....I

get the feeling it was hurriedly put together by volunteers, so they could start the fundraising. Kudos

on the fundraising part.
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